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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the development of fast solvers for block linear 
systems with Toeplitz entries. Two algorithms are described. The first utilizes block 
permutations to unravel the nesting structure of the associated matrix. The second has 
a block Schur type format and features highly parallel potential. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the development of efficient solutions of 
general block equations with Toeplitz entries. Development of block Toeplitz 
solvers is required in a wide range of applications. Typical examples include 
multichannel spectral estimation, m&variable system identification and 
realization, multichannel one dimensional (1D) and two dimensional (2D) 
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Wiener filtering and smoothing, popular modulation schemes such as LPC 
coding in speech and image processing, etc. [l-9]. 
In this paper the linear system 9’~ = - d is considered in a very general 
format. The matrix 9 is a block matrix whose entries are Toeplitz matrices 
with varying dimensions. The same problem has been studied in [17], using a 
fast QR method for the decomposition of the matrix 9 and then back 
substitution for the computation of the solution c. In contrast, the algorithms 
proposed in this paper are based on nesting properties of 9. Apart from the 
final solution c, these algorithms also provide lower dimensional auxiliary 
variables which correspond to forward and backward multichannel predictors 
and filters, in the context of digital signal processing, and which are useful in 
various applications. 
Two new algorithms are presented. The first has a block Levinson 
structure. It relies on permutations which reshuffle the matrix entries and 
unravel the required nesting structure. The second algorithm proceeds 
through a so-called lattice parametrization to a Schur type algorithm which in 
parallel processing environment reduces the process time to O(kp,) time 
units, where k is the block order of the system and p, is the largest 
submatrix dimension. Schur type algorithms can be transformed into locally 
recursive algorithms suitable for VLSI array processor implementation, in 
systolic or in wavefront architecture [18]. - 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Block linear systems with Toeplitz entries are described by 
9c = -d, (1) 
where c is the unknown parameter vector, 9’ is a block matrix of block order 
k, and d is a block vector of block order k. The matrix 9’ consists of k2 
Toeplitz submatrices Rij(mi, mj> of dimensions m, X mj, i,j = 1,. , k. In 
the same way, the block vector d contains k subvectors of dimensions 
mi X 1, each. Without loss of generality we suppose that the right hand side 
parameter d is a column vector. A block matrix with Toeplitz entries, of block 
order k, has the general form 
R,, RI, 
I. . 
... Ru 
R,, R22 *-* 
LX= [Rij(mi>mj)]i=l .,,,, k,j=], .,k = : 
R2k 
: : (2) 
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Each entry R,,(m,, m+) is a Toeplitz matrix. An mi X mj matrix is Toeplitz if 
it has all elements on’the same diagonal equal, i.e., 
Rij(mi, mj) 
= [rij(‘- a)]~=l,.. ,ml,~=l ,..., n; 
. . . rij(mj - 1) 
. . . rij(mj - 2) 
I 
. . . 
. . . rij( mj - mi) 
(3) 
The dimension of the block matrix 9 is M X M, where M = Zf= 1 mi is the 
sum of the entries’ dimensions. Similarly, c and d are M X 1 vectors. 
In the sequel we will concentrate on positive definite block matrices with 
Toeplitz entries. The proposed algorithms can be extended to nonsymmetric 
strongly nonsingular matrices, i.e., matrices with all principal determinants 
nonzero. Symmetry of 9 implies that the following properties must be 
satisfied at the entry level: 
Rii = Rtj --) rii( n) = rii( -n), i = l,...,k, (4 
Rij = Rfi + rij( n) = rji( -n), i,j = 1 , . . . 3 k, i Zj. (5) 
A few words on notation. To emphasize the block nature of 9 we 
introduce the multiindex 
and we write 
mk = [m,,m,,...,mkl, (6) 
9 ‘LJZ& =W[m,,m, ,..., mk]. (7) 
This expression indicates that 3’ has block order k and contains entries 
Rjj(m,, mj) of dimensions mi X mj, specified by the ith and jth elements of 
mk, i,j = I > . > k. In the same way we write 
de d,k = d[m,,m,,...,mk] (8) 
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to signify that it has block order k with entries vectors d,(q) of length 
specified by the ith value of mk, i = 1,. . , k. In the sequel we will use the 
symbols of Equations (71, (8) interchangeably. 
In the special case when all entries Rij have the same dimensions 
m X m, i.e., m, = mj = m, i, j = 1,2, , k, the block matrix 2 can be 
directly transformed to a block Toeplitz matrix of order m, with entries k X k 
matrices. Then standard multichannel algorithms can be applied for the 
efficient solution of Equation (1) [19-211. 
The more interesting case when the entries Ri have different dimensions 
mi X mj is analyzed in Section 3. The under ymg Toeplitz structure is 1’. 
unraveled using suitable permutations. A novel, order recursive Levinson 
type fast algorithm is presented for the solution of (1). It consists of k 
successive steps, each of them operating on block vectors of increasing 
column dimension s, s = 1,2,. . . , k. Existing schemes ([19-211 for example) 
cannot be applied to Equation (1) when the entries’ dimensions are unequal. 
Using the Levinson type recursions developed in Section 3, a novel highly 
parallel, Schur type fast algorithm is repesented in Section 4. 
3. FAST LEVINSON TYPE ALGORITHM FOR THE SOLUTION 
OF BLOCK LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH TOEPLITZ ENTRIES 
3.1. The Main Recursions 
Consider the block system (l), setting k = s, s = 1,2,. , k. Using (7) 
and (8), we write it as 
The increased dimension system is 
9 m,+s%,+s = -d m,+s, 
where 
m,7 + s = [m, + 1, m2 + 1,. . , my + 11. 
(10) 
9 m,+s denotes a block matrix, of order s, with Toeplitz entries Rjj(mi + 1, 
mj + 1) of dimensions (m, + 1) X (mj + l), i, j = 1, , s. Consequently, 
g m,+,v has s more columns and rows than s,,,T. Furthermore, it has 
dimensions (M + s) X (M + s), M = Cf= 1 mi. The right hand side vector 
dmT+, and the solution vector c,?+, have dimension (M + s) X 1. 
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It is well known that fast O( M2) algorithms require some nesting 
structure on S [l-11]. The nesting properties of 9 are not directly visible; 
they can however be unraveled via suitable permutations. 
To accomplish this task we work locally with Ihe lower and upper 
partitions of the increased order Toeplitz entries Rij(mi + 1, mj + 1). These 
matrices can be partitioned in the standard way to produce the reduced order 
Toeplitz matrix in the upper comer or in the lower comer, respectively: 
RLj(m, + 1, mj + 1) = I 'ij(O> iij’c rnj) r{(mi) Rij(nci, mj) 
where 
$Crni> 
and 
zz = [rij(-l) 
Rij(mi, mj) ri(mi) 
= 
Ch”( mj) I rij(mj - mi) ’ (11) 
’ rij( -m,)]f, $( mj) = [ rij( 1) *.* rij( mj)lt , 
(12) 
r$( mi) = [ f-ij( mj)rjj(mj - 1) *** rij(mj - m, + I)]‘, 
ii = [rij( -mi)rjj( -mi + 1) *** rij( -mi + mj - l)]‘. (13) 
Combining the above partitions, we obtain the lower and upper partitions for 
9 m,+s as 
where 
rFs = [r4(mi)]i=l ,.,., s.j 1,..., s1 ‘L, = [r&(mi)]isl,. .,s,j=l,,,,, s 
(15) 
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are M X s block vectors. and 
p,(O) = [rij(o)]i=l ,..., s,j=l,..., s) 
pSCrnS> = [rij(mj - mi>]i=l ,,,,, s,j=l, ,,,s (17) 
are s x s matrices. T,,, +$ and S, +s d I are permutation matrices, and thus 
satisfy 
T,_;+, =T:,+,> 
Taking into account the symmetry 
&f, = # 
m,’ 
Thus, partitions (14) become 
properties (4) and (51, we get 
Ib = r rbi ms ms’ 
In the same way, the increased dimension block vectors rA +s, t-,f, +S, and 
d m,+s are compatibly partitioned as 
d zz m,+s ds(ms + ~1 = [di(mi + l)Ii=1,.. ,sJ 
(19) 
rs(ms + ‘1 = [rij(-mi - ‘)]i=l,.,., s,j=l,, ,, 3’ 
b 
rlIl,+S = Tt 
(20) 
(21) 
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Repetitive application of the matrix inversion lemma for partitioned 
matrices leads to the order recursive algorithm of Table 1. The variables a,s 
and b,s are interpreted as multichannel forward and backward predictors, 
respectively. They are defined as 
The variables cxb and CY~ are the so-called prediction power matrices of 
dimension s X s. They are defined in terms of prediction filters as 
ab = pk(mk) + r2kb,k, mt 
dk = Pk(O) + d&. 
(24 
(25) 
3.2. Algorithm Organization 
Let k be the order of the block system (9) with final multiindex 
pk = [pl, p,, . . , pkl, p, > p, > ... > pk. The indices pi, i = 1,. . . , k, 
characterize the final submatrices Rij( pi, pi), i, j = 1, . . . , k. We suppose 
that p, is the larger submatrix dimension and that the remaining pj, 
j = 2,. . , k, are in descending order; otherwise this can be accomplished by 
rearrangement of equations. The final dimension of the system is P = 
Cf=, pi. The recursive solution for cPl. requires the computation of the 
reduced dimension auxiliary vectors (lower dimension solutions) 
4 Pl, P2 *** pk] +c[ p, - 1, p, - 1,. . .) pk - l] c= ... 
+P, - Pk> P2 - Pk>...> pk-1 - Pk,“l 
e *‘* =c[ p, - pk-1, p2 - pk-1,. . . > pk-2 
-p&l,O,O]~ ... 
e . . . e . . . 
= .** w[ p, - p,, p, - ps,o.**o]* *** 
-**.c[pl -p2,0,...,o]e=*** 
= w2[1,0 ,...) 01. 
At this point, we define the indices pij = pj - pi, i, j = 1, . , k, which 
indicate the differences between the final subvectors lengths. Notice also that 
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TABLE 1 
THEFASTLEVINSON TYPEORDER RECURSIVE ALGORITHMFORTHE SOLUTION OF 
BLOCK LINEAR SYSTEMS WITHTOEPLITZ. ENTRIES (FBT-L) 
Initialization 
D(l:k) = [p,,, p,,, . ..> P(k-l)k> &I 
m, = 1 
a{ = - rlj( - 1)/r,,(O), j = 1, , k 
a{(* .j) = rAj(0) + rlA( - l)a{, j = 1,. , k, A = 1, , j 
b: = ai, crl f = (q’. 1) 
END 
FORs=lTOk 
1F.s > 1THEN 
MAIN PROGRAM 
(1) 
(2) 
j=s+l k ,,.., 
ENDIF 
FOR i = 1TO D[s] 
(3) 
(4) 
c-9 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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Sam,+* = ( a;s) + ( by)kLa+. (11) 
FORj =s + 1 TO k 
(16) 
afj 
m,+s = a$ + Pts+,k? +s s (17) 
ENDFORj 
m, = m, + [l,. . , lls 
ENDFOR i 
IFS < k THEN 
kb" = _ 
m, 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
ENDIF 
ENDFORs 
END 
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zeros in the multiindex can be omitted; for example c[l, 0, . . , 01 is replaced 
by CU. 
The algorithm updates parameters as block vectors of varying block order, 
starting from the scalar c[I] up to the final solution cPi; after pi iterations, pi 
is the largest submatrix dimension. To be able to express this idea in a 
symbolic format, we define the vector counter D(1: k) = [ p,,, pzo,. , 
pck _ ,jk, pk] which contains the values at which an order one change of the 
multiindex occurs. Thus, the overall algorithm is divided into k phases, 
during which parameters of different block order are updated, starting from 
block order 1, up to the final block order k. Then, we get 
ml = 1 
FORs = 1 Tok 
FOR i = 1 TO D(s) 
% initialize multiindex 
%D( s) designates the s element of vector D(1: k) 
C IIl,+s = c[m, + 1, m2 + 1, . . , m, + 11 = f(cm,, *> 
%update parameters as vectors of block order s 
m, = m, + [l, . . . , 11, 
% increase multiindex, adding componentwise s units 
END FOR i 
END FOR s 
The block vector variables a and b can be tackled in the same way, 
although some additional recursions are necessary, since the number of their 
columns is increased as they pass through successive phases. To be more 
specific, suppose that the variable a defined by the system 
has been computed. This is a block vector of order s - I and dimension 
<JCtz: pi,) x (s - 1). In order to compute the next block vector as dictated 
by Equation (22), i.e., 
q Pl, + 1, P2, + 1,. “) P(,7-1,s + 1, q 
xa[ Pls + 1, p,,y + I,.. .> p(,v-l)s + 1>1] 
= -_r 
f[ Pls + 1, p,, + 1,. . .1 P(,-1)s + 1>1]. (27) 
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we need the variable i of block order s - 1 and column dimension S: 
=- ( [ rf h7 p2s,...7 P(,-~), lIrfs[pls3 p2,,..., P~.-I~~I). (28) 
Here rcS = [ri,(m,)l,= r, , S is a one column block vector that appears in the 
partition of the s block matrix 9 at the beginning of the s phase. Thus 
i[ Pls, P2s,. . . y PC,-,,,I 
= a pls,p2,,..., 0 P~s-l~sl~as[PlS7 PB~,..., P+I~~I). (29) 
The same procedure is repeated at each order increment. 
The complementary variables aj are defined in general by 
sm,a’,, = -ri,, j =s + 1,. . . , k, (30) 
where rL, = [rij(m,>li, 1,. , S. The necessary recursions are summarized as 
- pfj m,+s = rj(m + S) + rbfaj s s m, m,p rj(ms + s) = [rij( -mi 
SaLs+, = (“63) + (bl*)kz8+s. 
lLl,...,s’ 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
Analogous recursions hold for the b vectors. This time we need the 
computation of the complementary variables 
9 bj = -rbj 
m, m, mat j =s + l,...,k, (34) 
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where r$ = [rij(m,>Ii= r, S. This is effected by 
P$+, = rj(m,) + r,f,:bi,“, (35) 
kbj m,+s = -ff;p;i+s> s (36) 
Sbj,$+, = (‘$) + ( a;.)k~s+8. (37) 
bj can alternatively be computed from aj in a one step recursion as shown in 
Equation (20) of Table 1. 
The complementary variables a j, bj are updated simultaneously with 
the main recursions of the algorithm. At the interface between successive 
phases they are properly augmented to a and b. This procedure is illustrated 
in Table 1. 
The small size matrices of and ob introduced by the algorithm have 
varying size also, starting from 1 X 1 up to k X k. The complementary 
parameters af’,j and abhzj, which are updated at each step of the algo- 
rithm, are bordered to af and CY~ at the beginning of successive phases. 
They are defined as 
a:, = r,j(O) + rt,yaj,y, ‘i(O) = [rij(o)]i_l,...,s’ (38) 
,@j) = 1;,~(0) + rifaj,,, (39) 
CY~$ = ri(m,) + rL”,bj,,, TEi(m,~) = [rij(mj - mi)]i=l,,,,,s, (40) 
a,$j-j) = rii(0) + r,$tbJm,. (41) 
The updates of these complementary parameters at each step are carried 
out in a more convenient way as shown in Table 1. 
The computational complexity of the fast order recursive algorithm of 
Table 1 is found to be 
3s’ + 2( k - s)s + 24 M; + ($s3 + 2s’) 
(42) 
where M” = ~~~~ D(t) is the block vector dimension at the end of phase 
s - 1, or equivalently at the beginning of phase s. The quantity Ms = M” + sj 
is the instantaneous block vector dimension at the ith step of phase s. The 
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above formula, although analytically correct, does not provide an intuitive 
measure of the complexity of the algorithm. We shall concentrate on the 
dominant terms of Equation (42) in order to give a simplified estimate of 
a * 
the computational cost. Let us denote by O(C) the dominant terms 
k D(s) 
O(C) = c c 3i2M,“. 
s=l i=l 
Then, after a little algebra, we obtain 
k-l 
O(C) = 1.5kP2 - 1.5 c (M”)2, 
s=l 
where P is the final dimension of the system, i.e., P = Cf, 1 p,. 
(43) 
(44) 
Thus, the proposed algorithm has reduced computational complexity 
compared with standard linear system solvers which require 0(P3) opera- 
tions. 
4. HIGHLY CONCURRENT ALGORITHM 
The formulas involved in the order recursions of the Levinson type 
algorithm of Table 1 can be fully vectorized, apart from the computation of 
various P’s, which require inner product estimation. As is well known, inner 
products can be computed no faster than in log, M time units, where M is 
the product length. However, the inherent symmetry of the pertinent param- 
eters enables an alternate evaluation of the inner products that admits parallel 
implementation. 
In an effort to parallelize the Levinson type schemes of the previous 
section, a new algorithm is developed, which has the same format as the 
celebrated Schur algorithm developed by Schur in 1917 in his studies of 
analytic functions on the unit circle [12]. Schur recursions were recently 
reapproached by Kung et al., who also demonstrated their great potential as a 
maximum parallelism algorithm [13, 141. A different approach based on 
lattice representations was proposed in [15], which led to latticelike equations 
for the parameters c (not only for the a and b) and thus abolished the need 
for LDU decomposition or the Gohberg-Somercul formula required in [13]. 
The main idea of 1151 relies on the fact that lattice equations are readily 
deduced from the Levinson expressions and furthermore these lattice forms 
produce the reflection coefficients if they are excited by proper correlation 
estimates. 
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In a sequential environment, the algorithm of the previous section and 
that of the present section require roughly the same operations count. 
However, in a parallel processing environment, the Schur type algorithm 
exhibits superior performance because it avoids inner product computations 
inherent in reflection coefficients estimation. In addition, the Schur type 
algorithm can be transformed into a locally recursive algorithm using the 
canonical mapping methodology, and hence into an efficient VLSI array 
processor implementation either in systolic or in wavefront architecture [14I. 
4.1. Schur Type Algorithm for the Solution of Block Linear System-s 
with Toeplitz Entries 
As we mentioned above, the derivation of the highly concurrent algorithm 
relies on lattice order recursions. The passage from Levinson type recursions 
to Schur counterparts is carried out by the new variables: for s = 1,2, . . . , k, 
emin) = 4(n + 1) + rL,(n>cmx> (45) 
e:,(n) = r,“(n) + rA,(n - lb,<, (47) 
where the sequences d,(n), r&n>, and &n,ln> are defined in terms of 
d,(m,), f-,b,>, and &n,) as 
4fn) = tdiCn - Pli)li=l....,s* (48) 
‘sCn> = [rij(n -Plj)]i=l,..., s,j-I,..,, s’ (49) 
PsCmsln) = [‘ii@ -Plj -mj)]i=l ,..., s,j=l,.,,, s’ (50) 
The corresponding vector sequences utilized in Equations (45)-(47) are 
defined as 
Utilizing the above partitions and the Levinson type recursions for c, +s, 
b m,+sr and a, +s7 we derive appropriate formulas for the recursive i eva ua- 6 
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tion of the increased order variables (45H47) as 
These equations are known as Itakura-Saito recursions in the context of 
digital signal processing, while Equation (45)-(47) can be interpreted as 
instantaneous errors of the filters c, b, and a with input r,!n) and desired 
response d,(n), rs,( n>, and p,(m, 1 n), respectively. 
The main feature of the error variables (45)-(47) is that they coincide 
with various p’s of the algorithm. Inspection of the definition equations 
reveals that 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
Taking into account this fact, we update the error variables instead of 
computing inner products for the determination of P’s The resulting algo- 
rithm requires roughly the same amount of computation as its Levinson type 
counterpart. Complementary recursions compensating for the order one 
difference between the successive phases s = 1,2, . . . , k are also required 
for the variables e,{n), ef,Jn>, and efaJn>. The complementary variables are 
updated at each step of the algorithm, and they are augmented to e’s at the 
beginning of each phase. They are defined as 
ej,,( n) = dj( n) + rc,( n)cL,, (58) 
ei,( n) = 7-j(n) + rL,( n - l)aa , s r!(n) = ['ijCn - Plj)]i=l,.,.,s~ 
(59) 
i?:,(n) = F:(n) + ri,(n - l)a,,, 
egsJ( n) = 7;\, j( n - plj) + rA”,( n - l)ajm$, (61) 
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;csJ(n) = t-A,j(n -p,,) + rAf(n - l)aj,,, (62) 
d(m,)ln) = [rij(n - Plj - mi]j=l,,,,,s' 
tZ?zj n) = I;,j( n) + ri,( n)b,$, 
(63) 
iY(mJn) = ['jiCn - Pli - nl,>]i=l,,, ,s~ (64 
e$j(n) = t-A,j(n - plj - mj) + rA,“(n)bj,,, (65) 
ii?$+) = rA,j(n - p,, - m,) + ri,“(n)bj,,, (66) 
where ri$n) is the jth column of (51). 
The Schur type algorithm for the efficient solution of a block linear 
system with Toephtz entries is summarized in Table 2. 
The elementary operations of the Schur type algorithm are matrix by 
matrix multiplication and addition [Equations (lo)-(24) of Table 21 and small 
size linear system solvers [Eqs. (5)-(g) of Table 21. Let us denote by 7,” the 
time required for the multiplication of two matrices of dimensions s x s, and 
by r;’ the time required for the inversion of a linear system of the same 
dimensions. Obviously, the execution time of the algorithm in a parallel 
processing environment is 
k D(s) 
TPAR = 
c C(T + 7;““) < p,(q + 7:“). 
s=l i=l 
Any standard technique can be used for parallel implementation of the 
elementary operations of the algorithm [14, 161 in O(s)7 time units, where r 
is the time required for an ordinary scalar by scalar multiplication. Thus, the 
proposed Schur type algorithm solves the linear system (1) in T PAR < p,O( k)r 
time units, in a parallel processing environment. 
4.2. Conclusion 
In this paper, two fast, order recursive algorithms for the solution of block 
linear systems with Toeplitz entries have been presented. They both have 
reduced computational complexity compared with standard direct techniques. 
The second algorithm admits full parallelism in a parallel processing environ- 
ment in a general parallel computer, or in a special purpose array processor. 
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TABLE 2 
THEFASTSCHURTYPEORDER RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FORTHESOLUTIONOF 
BL~CKLINEAR SYSTEMS WITHTOEPLITZ. ENTRIES (FBT-S) 
Initialization 
D(l:k) = [p,,,p,,,".> Pl(k-l)T Pkl 
C - 0, ajo = 0, bd = 0, j = 1,. . , k 
at(Y,j) = e,b(pi - pl), i, j = 1,. , k 
END 
FORs=lTOk 
IFs > ITHEN 
MAIN PROGRAM 
j =s + l,...,k (5) 
ENDIF 
FOR i = lTOD[s] 
IN PARALLEL DO (1) 
k m,+s = --ems -b(ml)e m,+s(ml) 
kf,,+, = -e;f(mdef,S+S(m, + 1) 
(6) 
(7) 
$+, = -~~~(ml)e~s+s(m~  1) (8) 
kz +S = -e,f( m, + l)egs+s(m, + l), j=s+l k ,,..> (9) s 
k bj 
m,+s = -~~~(ml)e2,+dml + I>, j= 2 + l,...,k (10) 
102 
END PAR (1) 
IN PARALLEL DO (2) 
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FOR n = m, + 1 TO p, IN PARALLEL DO (3) 
em9+,(n - 1) = e,Jn - 1) + e$,<n - l)kmT+, (11) 
eis+,(n) = ei,(n - 1) + eQn)kis+, (12) 
e&+,(n) = e&(n) + efA,<n - l)kf,,T+, (13) 
eis+,(n) = ei,(fz) + eL,<n - l)k~s+,, j = s + 1,. , k (14) 
ez$+,(n-l)=e~~n-l)+e~jn-l)k~y+,, j=s+l,...,k (15) 
e~,+,(~)=e~~,)+.~~,-l)k~~+s, j=s+l,...,k (16) 
e&$,j)(n - 1) = ei:“,j)(n - 1) + ec”(n - l)kzs+,, A=s + l,...,j (17) 
eca$i)(n) = ec#*,J)(n) + ek”‘(n - l)k~y+,, h=s + l,...,j (18) 
f?~,+,(n) = i?$(n - 1) + efm,(n)k~x+,, j = s + 1,. , k (1% 
iTi,+, = iQxn> + ei,(n - l)kg +s(n), j=s+l k ,...I (20) 
Z~~;,^)(n) = i?ky.“)(n - 1) + e$(n)kE8+,, A =s + l,...,j (21) 
~?f,;i)(n) = Z;fm~*f(n) + e~~“(n - l)kcy+,T, h=s + l,...,j (22) 
END PAR (3) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
j =s + l,...,k (26) 
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sajm,+s= ($) + (~;)k~s+,, j=s+l,...,k (27) 
f 
ffn18+s = d, + ec,(9 + l>kf,,+, (28) 
4 +P = ai, + ef,ts(m, + l)kj, +s, j=s+l k ,...> s s (29) 
(YC~$~ = ff;filJ + efa,t(m, + l)kg,+,, A=s+ l,...,j (30) 
END PAR (2) 
ENDFOR i 
ENDFOR s 
END 
The design of a locally recursive algorithm using the canonical mapping 
methodology, and hence efficient VLSI array processor implementation ei- 
ther in systolic or in wavefront architecture, are topics of current research. 
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